The break-down of metals vapour (Al, Cu) are simulated near the break-down threshold values of laser radiation. The approximations of collision-radiation model are used, including the detail kinetics of exited states with radiation and collision transitions, step-by-step ionisation process, unexitation and recombination.
Basis of Physical and Mathematical Model
It is assumed that the metal vapours passing through the Knudsen's layer are initially in the equilibrium state, i.e. initial concentration of atoms and ions in the ground and in the excited states are determined by the Saha-Boltzmann's equations.
The main elementary processes taken into account by the collisional-radiational model are as follows :
. Spontaneous radiative decay of excited states A1 n ----> A1 m + h« where aIBn
[s_1] is the rate constant for radiation transition from n-state to m-state hw -released quantum.
. Excitation and un excitation of atoms and ions by electron collision в n f n в A1 n + e < ------► A1 n + e where klnn [cm3.s_1] is electron-particle reaction rate constant for z-charged particle excitation from state m to state n; kxnBunexcitation rate constant for the n -th level.
. Ionization of the ground and excited states of atoms and ions by electron impact «'n A1 n + e -----A1 0 *1 + e + e where a*n [cm3 .s-1 ] is electron-particle reaction rate constant for the n-th level ionization of z-charged particle.
. Reaction reversible to the collision ionization : three particles recombination (the third particle is an electron) A**1 + e + e ----> A1 " + e о n where (5* n [cm6 . Optical break-down development when a partially ionized gas transforms into a fully ionized plasma.
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The transition between both situations is illustrated in Fig.l 
